Purpose

To provide for the assurance of Human Rights for all consumers who receive services from the Fairfax-Falls Church Community Services Board (CSB) or its contractors.

Policy

The CSB shall comply with the State Rules and Regulations to Assure the Rights of Individuals Receiving Services from Providers Licensed, Funded, Or Operated by the Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Services.

This shall be accomplished through compliance with CSB regulations to include the areas outlined in the State Regulations: Assurance of Rights, Explanation of Individual Rights and Provider Duties, Substitute Decision Making, Complaint Resolution, Hearing and Appeals Procedures, Variances, Reporting Requirements, Enforcement and Sanctions, and Responsibilities and Duties.

Reference: State Rules and Regulations to Assure the Rights of Individuals Receiving Services from Providers Licensed, Funded, Or Operated By The Department Of Behavioral Health and Developmental Services 12 VAC 35-115 –10 et seq.
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